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ERC-7621
THE NEW TOKEN STANDARD

The ERC-7621 (Basket Token Standard) enables anyone to create on-chain 
collateralized investment funds with third party contributions via distribution 

of LP tokens. 

The BTS Factory is built on this token standard and allows anyone to 
become a fund manager. 



BTS Factory 
& Leaderboard

CREATE & COMPETE

The ERC-7621 contract distributes a BTS token and 
BTS LP tokens to the manager. The BTS token gives the 
manager management rights and fees. The BTS LP 
tokens represent their stake in the fund. Every 
ERC-7621 created via Alvara has to contain at least 5% 
ALVA, so an example of a fund would be 35% VEMP, 
30% SAND, 30% MANA and 5% ALVA. 

After creating the BTS, it becomes visible on the fully 
public competitive leaderboard where other investors 
can track all performance metrics. Investors can 
evaluate basket tokens based on assets and 
performance and contribute directly. Investors who 
contribute receive BTS LP tokens, which double as 
governance tokens and grant them voting power.



BTS Marketplace

SELL YOUR FUND MANAGEMENT BUSINESS

The BTS Marketplace is similar to an NFT marketplace where managers 
can sell the rights to their BTS. When a manager has a well performing 

business with lucrative management fees they can sell their BTS to a new 
fund manager. Every BTS has three options: ‘’NEXT BID’’, “BUY NOW’’ and 

‘’CUSTOM BID’’



Governance & 
Incentives

GOVERNANCE GAUGE

Alvara has allocated 44% of the ALVA total supply to BTS Incentives. 

Every week, a gauge weight voting mechanism takes place where 
veALVA holders vote on which basket should get the most ALVA 
rewards. At the end of the voting, the ALVA rewards get distributed 
across the stakers of BTS LP tokens of the BTS funds that had rewards 
allocated to them. 

During the gauge weight voting, BTS managers will be able to put up 
bribes to get veALVA holders to vote for their BTS.

The veALVA works to essentially govern the Alvara DAO. Once 
implemented the Alvara DAO will make all decisions revolving around 
Alvara Protocol.



HiveX
TRADING & YIELD

HiveX allows BTS LP token holders to deposit liquidity 
and gain fees from other investors trading the BTS LP 
tokens. 

HiveX is essentially an orderbook DEX specially 
designed for actively trading BTS LP tokens. The BTS 
LP tokens need to be paired with another asset like 
ETH, BNB, AVAX or other.

Trading on HiveX enables low fees, arbitrage 
opportunities and yield generation.



ALVA Utility
THE INTERCONNECTING TOKEN
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